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A N 1988 AMERICAN JEWS continued to worry about the ongoing violence
in Gaza and the West Bank. They were caught between the need to help Israel
defend itself against its enemies and a distaste for some of the actions that Israel took
to quell the uprising. The year saw American Jewry's long-standing advocacy of the
cause of Soviet Jewry finally bear fruit as increasing numbers were allowed to leave
the USSR, although the question of their destination aroused great controversy.
Also in 1988, the centrality of the Holocaust in American Jewish life became more
evident than ever before, the presidential election encouraged a reexamination of
Jewish political preferences, Jewish organizational life confronted new difficulties,
and the revival of efforts to amend the Israeli Law of Return aroused unprecedented
anger among American Jews.

Reaction to the Intifada

Differences among American Jews over Israel's handling of the Palestinian in-
tifada were sharpened in January 1988 by Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin's an-
nouncement of a policy of beatings to put down the violence.

Those individuals and organizations already skeptical about Israel's course re-
acted with dismay. Rabbi Alexander Schindler, head of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations, cabled the president of Israel to urge a halt to "indiscrimi-
nate beating of Arabs," which Schindler considered "an offense to the Jewish spirit."
A high-level American Jewish Congress delegation, after a fact-finding mission to
Egypt, Jordan, and Israel, issued a denunciation of Israel's "brutalization of inno-
cents." The organization's executive director, Henry Siegman, explained "that there
are certain lines that no civilized society can allow itself to cross, even in the face
of extreme provocations." The New York Times published an op-ed piece by Woody
Allen (January 28) in which the actor and film director stated that he was "appalled
beyond measure by the treatment of the rioting Palestinians by the Jews," and
advocated "every method of pressure—moral, financial and political—to bring this
wrongheaded approach to a halt."

Other elements of American Jewry disagreed. Burton Levinson, national chair-
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man of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, declared himself "sick and tired
of American Jews who take their case [against Israeli policy] to the general press,"
and he cited a new ADL poll indicating that Americans were as supportive of Israel
as ever. On January 24, more than 500 Jews, organized by the Zionist Organization
of America, picketed ABC headquarters in New York City to protest what they
considered the network's bias against Israel in its coverage of the uprising. The ZOA
also held a rally across the street from the Israeli consulate in New York at which
over 350 people demonstrated support for Israel. Orthodox groups backed Israeli
actions as well: the National Council of Young Israel criticized Schindler and the
AJCongress for "hurling damaging invectives against Israel's policy in Judea and
Samaria," while the president of the Rabbinical Council of America noted that
"self-defense, even including the use of a pre-emptive strike, is fully justified in
biblical and talmudic tradition."

The Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations convened
an emergency meeting to hammer out a consensus position for the organized Jewish
community. What enabled it to do so was a message from Israeli prime minister
Yitzhak Shamir stating that force was not being used indiscriminately, but only
against violent demonstrators and those resisting arrest. The Conference of Presi-
dents issued a statement on January 27 pointing out that "in every country, includ-
ing our own, police officers are equipped with weapons, including billy clubs, to
maintain order and to protect the lives and property of local residents against mob
rule." It called on "non-violent" Palestinians to enter into negotiations with Israel.
A few days later the conference released another statement, this one signed by 51
organizations—including those that had been critical of the beatings—that reiter-
ated American Jewish support for Israel. And in February American Jewish leaders
expressed relief when the results of the United Jewish Appeal Super Sunday "phone-
athons" around the country showed no drop-off in contributions.

American Jewish attention now turned to the peace process. On February 27, a
plenary meeting of the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council—
the coordinating body for Jewish community relations in the United States—en-
dorsed the Reagan administration's peace initiative, which envisioned limited
autonomy for the Palestinians, local elections, followed by talks aimed ultimately
at the final status of the territories, capped by an international conference.

However, a 60-person delegation from the Conference of Presidents arriving in
Israel two days later quickly saw that Israel's government, bitterly divided between
Labor and Likud, lacked the ability to speak coherently about the proposal. After
hearing presentations by representatives of each bloc, Albert Vorspan, senior vice-
president of the UAHC, remarked, "If there is a schizophrenia on the highest level
in Israel, what expectations can we have from the Presidents Conference?" But
conference president Morris Abram remained optimistic, expressing "confidence in
the overall moral authority of the government in respect to its defense policy," and
suggesting that American Jewish leaders critical of Israeli actions should express
their views privately to the Israeli government and not publicize them.
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On March 7, 30 U.S. senators—including several longtime supporters of Israel—
sent a letter to Secretary of State George Shultz that criticized Israeli prime minister
Yitzhak Shamir for impeding progress on the land-for-peace formula. The Rabbini-
cal Council of America (Orthodox) denounced the letter as "an unwarranted and
outrageous interference in Israel's internal politics," the Zionist Organization of
America charged that it would "only serve to embolden the enemies of Israel," and
Morris Abram denied that Shamir was an obstacle to peace.

That sympathy for Shamir's hard line was widespread among American Jews
seemed evident when he made a four-day trip to the United States a week after the
release of the senators' letter. About 100 enthusiastic supporters met him at dawn
at Kennedy Airport, bursting into "Hatikvah" when they saw him alight from his
plane. Though his meetings at the State Department brought no diplomatic move-
ment, his speeches before Jewish audiences evoked enthusiasm. In Washington, a
crowd of 3,000 at the National Young Leadership Conference of the United Jewish
Appeal repeatedly interrupted Shamir with applause and cheers as he reiterated his
refusal to cede territory in exchange for peace; in New York, close to 1,000 pro-
Shamir demonstrators rallied across the street from his hotel; and in Los Angeles,
despite a boycott by some community leaders who disagreed with his views, 1,600
people turned out to hear the prime minister speak, and others had to be turned
away. So powerful was his impact on American Jewry that a meeting in New York
called by the North American Friends of Peace Now to counteract Shamir was
scarcely noticed. Upon his return to Israel, a happy Shamir reported that "the vast
majority" of American Jewry "enthusiastically and faithfully supports Israel and
stands by the government of Israel unreservedly."

Was Shamir's assessment correct? On April 13, the Los Angeles Times published
the results of a survey of Jewish (and non-Jewish) opinion on the Middle East which
suggested that American Jews were rather more ambivalent than the Israeli prime
minister assumed. Over 60 percent of Jews surveyed backed an international peace
conference (opposed by Shamir), though a plurality—45 percent to 29 percent—
opposed a Palestinian homeland. Thirty-five percent of the Jews agreed that con-
tinued occupation of the territories "will erode Israel's democratic and
humanitarian character," but 45 percent denied this. While the Jews divided just
about evenly over whether Jews "should support Israel in public even when they
disagree in private," younger Jews approved of public criticism by a three-to-two
margin.

Indeed, buoyed by the support of Israeli finance minister and Labor bloc leader
Shimon Peres, who visited the United States in May, American Jews who considered
the Shamir stance overly intransigent became quite vocal during the spring and
summer. On April 24, more than 2,000 New Yorkers demonstrated at a "Rally for
Peace" sponsored by about 20 Jewish organizations seeking to move Israeli policy
in a more dovish direction. One rally organizer, Mark Gold, of the Americans for
Progressive Israel, explained that the event was intended to give the lie to Shamir's
assertion that American Jewry backed him. Two days later, Menachem Rosensaft,
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the newly elected president of the Labor Zionist Alliance, claimed that more Ameri-
can Jews actually sided with the Labor party's views on peace than agreed with
Shamir, and asserted that "it is the responsibility of those in the leadership of the
liberal organizations to make our views heard" in Israel. The May 5 issue of the
New York Times Magazine carried excerpts from Albert Vorspan's personal diary—
entitled "Soul Searching"—that sharply attacked most American Jewish leaders for
stifling their real doubts about Israel's course in order not to offend the Israelis. And
in July, newly appointed American Jewish Committee executive head Ira Silverman
asserted that he believed in "stating plainly our view about how best to achieve a
peace for Israel," a "view that may differ from the view of the prevailing Israeli
government administration at any given time."

In November the Palestine National Council—the policy-making body of the
PLO—met in Algiers and agreed to accept UN Security Council Resolution 242,
in the context of other UN resolutions on the Middle East. Did this constitute
acceptance of the State of Israel, the necessary first step toward negotiations?
American Jewish organizations were skeptical. AJCommittee president Theodore
Ellenoff considered this "so-called recognition of Israel's right to exist" too "vague
and ephemeral" to have any meaning. Morris Abram saw "nothing positive" in the
PNC statement. Seymour Reich, president of B'nai B'rith International, called it "a
triumph of style over substance."

On December 5, it became known that a group of American Jews was planning
to meet with Yasir Arafat in Stockholm. Malcolm Hoenlein, executive director of
the Conference of Presidents, could not think of "any responsible or representative
American Jewish leaders" who would do such a thing. The next day, the five-person
delegation—Menachem Rosensaft of the Labor Zionist Alliance, Rita Hauser, a
New York attorney, Drora Kass of the Israel Center for Peace in the Middle East,
Stanley Sheinbaum, an economist and publisher, and Abraham Udovitch, chairman
of the Near Eastern studies department at Princeton University—met with Arafat
for six and a half hours. After the session, a joint statement was issued in which the
PNC agreed to renounce terrorism and explicitly recognize Israel "as a state in the
region" alongside a projected Palestinian state.

Most American Jewish leaders were less than enthusiastic. In the eyes of ZOA
president Milton Shapiro, the Jews who met with Arafat were simply "renegades."
Morris Abram, remaining "highly suspicious of Arafat's true intent," castigated the
five Jews for giving "aid and comfort" to the enemy. Abraham Foxman, the Anti-
Defamation League's national director, declared that the PLO still "failed to meet
the need for clear recognition of Israel, clear repudiation of terrorism and a clear
commitment to negotiate peace." Yet a number of influential Jews who had previ-
ously called on Israel to soften its position on the Palestinians expressed guarded
optimism: for Alexander Schindler, this was "a step in the right direction," while
Henry Siegman perceived a "new willingness" on the part of the PLO to move
toward peace.

For a while, Arafat seemed determined to prove the pessimists correct. In a
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90-minute speech to the UN General Assembly (held in Geneva because the United
States refused to grant him a visa), Arafat moved away from the moderate line he
had taken with the American Jewish delegation in Stockholm. But when Arafat was
more forthcoming at a news conference the next day, U.S. Secretary of State Shultz
considered his change of position enough to warrant the start of direct substantive
negotiations between the United States and the PLO.

The American Jewish community, which had come to see Shultz as a bastion of
support for Israel, tried to make the best of the situation. All of the mainstream
organizations declared that Shultz's move was acceptable, though they insisted that
the PLO's actions should be made to conform to Arafat's moderate words. Even
the ZOA, which had consistently backed the Shamir hard line against the PLO,
could only describe the new American position as "troublesome" and a "sobering
reality." (See also "The United States, Israel, and the Middle East," elsewhere in
this volume.)

Memorializing the Holocaust

In January 1988, over 300 children of Holocaust survivors met in Los Angeles
for a three-day conference about "Jewish Identity in the 21st Century: A Challenge
for the Post-Holocaust Generation." The very name of the gathering indicated the
extent to which many American Jews had come to see the Nazi Holocaust as the
appropriate context for discussions of the Jewish future. The featured speakers drew
a series of practical implications from the destruction of European Jewry: not to
allow the Catholic Church to obscure its record during the Holocaust; to effect a
massive aliyah of American Jews to Israel; to keep Judaism alive by combating
assimilation on college campuses; not to let Israel become the sole source of Jewish
identification; not to let the Holocaust become a substitute religion.

Events during 1988 not only underlined the Holocaust's centrality in the Ameri-
can Jewish consciousness but also indicated widespread non-Jewish recognition of
Jewish sensitivities on the matter. Jewish hostility to President Kurt Waldheim of
Austria for his SS past helped ensure that the United States—and other Western
governments—would treat him as a diplomatic pariah. Jewish interest in dis-
seminating understanding about the Holocaust induced the U.S. Department of
Defense to set the week of April 10-17 as a period of Holocaust remembrance for
the armed forces, and to issue a 96-page booklet, prepared by the Anti-Defamation
League, about how to organize Holocaust commemorations. After participating in
one such event at an army base in White Sands, New Mexico, the executive director
of the El Paso Jewish federation expressed a common Jewish justification for such
activities, saying, "I think the ceremony led to a better understanding. The Holo-
caust is not something we want to see happen here, and we hope to find out how
to prevent that from happening again." Senate passage in October of a bill finalizing
American acceptance of the international treaty against genocide, and President
Ronald Reagan's approval of it in November, also symbolized Jewish success in
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interpreting such concerns to the nation at large. "I am delighted to fulfill a promise
made by Harry Truman to all the peoples of the world—and especially the Jewish
people," announced Reagan.

On May 19, the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council—itself testimony to govern-
ment sympathy with the American Jewish interest in remembering the past—
announced that it had raised over $50 million from private philanthropy. This sum
would be used to begin construction of a Holocaust museum on federally donated
land in Washington, D.C. Preliminary plans called for a three-story structure, the
first devoted to the years 1933-39, the second to the Holocaust itself, and the third
to an assessment of its legacy. On October 5, President Reagan dedicated the
museum's cornerstone with a promise that "the Jewish people will never stand alone
against tyranny" and an attack on those guilty of "minimizing or even denying the
truth of the Holocaust."

Another aspect of American Jewish Holocaust consciousness was support for
bringing to justice those guilty of Nazi war crimes. In April, when John Demjanjuk,
a native Ukrainian and retired auto worker from Cleveland, was convicted in an
Israeli court of operating the gas chamber at the Treblinka death camp, American
Jewish organizations approved, despite the resentment the verdict aroused among
some East European ethnic groups in the United States. When Demjanjuk was
sentenced to death, ADL's Abraham Foxman, expressing the consensus of Ameri-
can Jewish leadership, asked rhetorically, "What other penalty would be appropri-
ate" for such crimes?

Jewish sensitivities to the Holocaust played a role in the presidential election
campaign. Allegations of anti-Semitism and sympathy for Holocaust revisionism led
Republican candidate George Bush to fire several campaign workers. Both Mr.
Bush and Kitty Dukakis, the Jewish wife of his Democratic opponent, Michael
Dukakis, visited the Holocaust memorial in Skokie, Illinois, where neo-Nazis had
marched ten years before.

November 9-10, 1988, was the 50th anniversary of Kristallnacht, the night on
which the Nazis vandalized and destroyed synagogues and other Jewish-owned
buildings all over Germany. In preparation for the occasion, Ronald Lauder, the
multimillionaire former ambassador to Austria, funded a publicity campaign orga-
nized around the theme that Kristallnacht marked the beginning of the Holocaust.
Under Lauder's sponsorship, over 1,000 commemorative activities were held in the
New York area alone. The Synagogue Council of America and the United Jewish
Appeal, cooperating with Lauder, asked synagogues, churches, and other public
institutions to leave lights on for 24 hours on November 9.

Similar events took place around the country, even in communities with few Jews.
At the last minute, even Jesse Jackson—who was not exactly known for his close
ties to the Jewish community—acknowledged the significance of the day by deciding
to speak at a memorial meeting in Washington. Governors of all 50 states issued
proclamations commemorating Kristallnacht. Throughout the week of the anniver-
sary, television networks and radio stations featured programming on the Holo-
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caust. On November 9, many newspapers published news stories about Kristallnacht
observances, interviews with people who lived in Germany at the time, and op-ed
pieces assessing the long-term significance of that night a half-century ago and
deriving lessons from it.

A new book published in December—The Jewish Way—by Rabbi Irving Green-
berg, president of the Center for Jewish Learning and Leadership (CLAL), showed
how deeply the Holocaust experience had affected Jewish theology. After an exten-
sive analysis of the ways in which the cycle of Jewish holidays can speak meaning-
fully to contemporary men and women, Greenberg suggested that the Holocaust
had shattered traditional conceptions of God's covenantal benevolence to the Jewish
people. From that time on, he wrote, Jews were no longer bound to follow God's
way; those persisting in doing so were taking on the burden of the covenant volun-
tarily.

Whatever the merits of Greenberg's view—and he had his critics—his book
articulated a pervasive sense within the Jewish community that the Holocaust bore
an essential message for Judaism. Non-Jews could not help but notice. As New
York's Cardinal O'Connor remarked on the anniversary of Kristallnacht, "To say
to Jews, 'forget the Holocaust' is to say to Christians, 'forget the Crucifixion.' "

Soviet Jewry

In January 1988, Jerry Goodman announced that he would resign as executive
director of the National Conference on Soviet Jewry (NCSJ), an organization that
he helped found in 1971. Explaining why he had chosen just this time to make the
decision, Goodman suggested that a phase of the Soviet Jewry movement was
ending. Citing the successful mobilization for Soviet Jewry held in Washington,
D.C., on December 6, 1987, as the symbolic turning point, he said, "This is a time
of change. We are on the threshold of new developments." Indeed, as 1988 unfolded,
American Jews scrambled to keep up with dramatic changes in Soviet policy, even
as they began to face up to the new problems they raised.

On January 4, the National Conference reported that 8,155 Jews had left the
Soviet Union in 1987, the most in any one year since 1981. Two weeks later, the
USSR granted permission for an Israeli diplomatic mission to visit. And on January
28, the board of governors of the U.S.-based B'nai B'rith International decided to
test the limits of glasnost by seeking to be the first "outside" Jewish organization
to open a branch in the Soviet Union (it would take them all year, but by December
they succeeded).

Yet through the early months of 1988, American Jewish activists tried to counter
the euphoria that these events—especially against the backdrop of the Washington
mobilization—might have induced. A drop in the January emigration figures—
attributed to a Soviet policy of strict adherence to a rule that only those with
first-degree relatives in Israel could get visas to go there—elicited American Jewish
protest. When intervention by Secretary of State Shultz induced the Kremlin to
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waive the "first-degree" rule for 1988, the National Conference warned that similar
pledges in the past had not been honored.

In March President Reagan announced that he would go to Moscow at the end
of May for a summit meeting with Mikhail Gorbachev. NCSJ chairman Morris
Abram declared that "if the deliberations in Moscow are to be considered fruitful,
and if we are to be able to believe Soviet promises on the whole range of issues, the
Moscow meeting must result in the adoption of a program that will lead to sus-
tained, systematic and substantial Jewish emigration."

Although confrontational rhetoric continued, it was clear that change was in the
air when, in April, the Coalition to Free Soviet Jews announced cancellation of the
Solidarity Sunday March for Soviet Jewry, an annual event in New York City for
the previous 16 years. "You don't hold a demonstration because you have nothing
else to do," explained the coalition's executive director. Most of the organizations
involved in the Soviet Jewry movement now felt that glasnost had made the strategy
of mass rallies obsolete. As Lynn Singer, executive director of the Long Island
Committee for Soviet Jewry put it, "To all intents and purposes, the community
feels that the problem is no longer the problem of the 1970s and 1980s. The 'names'
have been released and we have to go through a new education process."

The Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry (SSSJ), however, considered cancellation
of the rally "an absolute outrage," and, in cooperation with other like-minded
groups, sponsored a demonstration on May 1. It featured an emotional appeal by
former prisoner of Zion Yosef Begun, who called for putting unremitting pressure
on the USSR until all refuseniks were allowed to leave the country. SSSJ leader
Rabbi Avi Weiss insisted that glasnost was a hoax. "Tell Gorbachev we will not be
fooled; we will not be silent," he said.

As President Reagan prepared for the Moscow summit, the mainstream and
militant wings of the Soviet Jewry movement pursued different strategies. A delega-
tion of the former—organized by the National Conference—met for 20 minutes with
Mr. Reagan on May 12, getting a pledge from him that human rights would be high
on the summit agenda. The National Conference also decided to send 50 prominent
Americans to Helsinki—a stopover point for the president on his way to the
USSR—for a silent vigil on behalf of Soviet Jews. In contrast, the SSSJ and the
Union of Councils for Soviet Jewry (UCSJ) announced plans for more aggressive
tactics in Helsinki: news conferences, a march to the Soviet embassy, and a mock
"trial" of glasnost.

President Reagan turned out to be as good as his word, placing the human-rights
agenda center-stage in the Moscow talks. American Jewish leaders were grateful.
Said Jerry Goodman, "I am not surprised by the commitment. I am pleasantly
surprised by the amount of exposure the administration gave to this issue." Buoyed
by administration sympathy for their cause, 5,000 people filled Times Square in New
York City on May 31 to rally for free emigration from the USSR. The next day came
more good news: the total number of Jews leaving the Soviet Union in May was put
at 1,146, the highest monthly figure in seven years.
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Meanwhile, working on its own, the World Jewish Congress (WJC) reported
more progress on the Soviet Jewry front. Two weeks before the Reagan-Gorbachev
summit, WJC president Edgar Bronfman held discussions with Soviet foreign minis-
ter Eduard Shevardnadze. The latter told Bronfman that in light of "a new positive
atmosphere," the Kremlin was willing to deal with the problem of Jewish emigra-
tion. Symbolizing the revolutionary new openness of the Soviet Union on Jewish
issues, the press published reports of these talks, and Soviet television even broadcast
parts of them.

Within the American Soviet Jewry movement, the long-felt need for better coordi-
nation was partially addressed, in June, by the board of directors of the Council of
Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds (CJF), which funds the agencies involved.
It was decided that the NCSJ would have full responsibility for setting policy in this
area, and that the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council
(NJCRAC) would maintain a "special relationship with the National Conference,
helping coordinate the involvement of local Jewish communities with the national
strategies."

Later in the year there were further signs that the plight of Soviet Jews was easing.
In September—as a result of the initiative of Rabbi Arthur Schneier of New York—
the USSR allowed two Jewish men to come to the United States to study the
techniques of circumcision and kosher slaughtering. In the same month, Morris
Abram termed "a hopeful sign" a New York Times report (September 29) that the
Kremlin was about to ease considerably the remaining barriers to Jewish emigra-
tion. In October the Soviets gave permission for a Jewish cultural center in Moscow
and legalized the teaching of Hebrew throughout the country. No wonder, then, that
when Mikhail Gorbachev visited New York in December, the slogans uttered and
the placards carried by Jewish demonstrators expressed not just the traditional
demand to free Soviet Jewry but also some praise for what had already been
accomplished.

EMIGRE DESTINATION

As glasnost seemed on its way to clearing up the Soviet Jewish emigration
problem, the question of where these emigres were to go—an ongoing bone of
contention between Israel and Diaspora Jewry—assumed greater importance.

Israel, alarmed at the high percentage of "dropouts"—Jews who left the Soviet
Union on Israeli visas but settled elsewhere—had long sought ways to attract a
greater share of these Jews. Having failed in 1987 to get the U.S. government to deny
refugee status to Soviet Jews, it announced a new policy on April 24, 1988: the
invitations from Israel that Soviet Jews needed in order to obtain exit permits from
their government would now direct that the emigrants go to Israel via Romania, not
through Vienna, a favorite point for "dropping out" to the West. While this Israeli
move did not technically require emigrants to take the new exit route, it was clearly
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intended to discourage Soviet Jews from settling anywhere else but Israel.
The American Soviet Jewry movement split over this decision. The National

Conference—which had traditionally cooperated closely with Israel on such mat-
ters—announced its support on the ground that it conformed to the NCSJ's own
two-track solution: Soviet Jews with Israeli visas should go to Israel, while those
wishing to go to the United States should do so through U.S. government channels,
without dealing with Israel at all. Noted Jerry Goodman, "Everyone supports the
two tracks, as long as we make certain that those Jews who wish to come to America
will not be hurt or prejudiced by it."

The Union of Councils for Soviet Jews argued that the new Israeli policy did
indeed strip Soviet Jews of the "freedom of choice to emigrate directly to any
country of their choice that will accept them." Furthermore, charged the UCSJ, by
lowering the number of dropouts seeking asylum in the United States, the existence
of the USSR-Romania-Israel route would have the effect of reducing American
pressure on the Soviet Union to let more Jews out.

In June Israel went even further in its war on the dropout phenomenon. By a 16-2
vote, the cabinet decided that only those Soviet Jews seriously intending to settle
in Israel would receive Israeli visas. The rationale for this action was that the Jewish
state was under no obligation to assist Jews in exchanging one diaspora country for
another; any Jew who wanted to go to America could seek an American visa.

The NCSJ once again went along with Israeli policy, pointing out that the Soviet
Union had become increasingly willing to issue exit permits—without invitations
from Israel—to Jews with relatives in the United States. Morris Abram suggested
that the new Israeli system still preserved freedom of choice for the emigrants,
except that, instead of being exercised in Vienna, the choice of destination would
now be made before leaving the Soviet Union. But the UCSJ warned that "if Jews
in the Soviet Union believe Israel is the only way out—after 40 years of anti-Israel
propaganda and little knowledge of Israel except the terrible things they've heard—
they may be discouraged from exercising their right to emigrate."

The two-track model for Soviet Jewish resettlement depended on continued
American receptivity to those emigrants eager to come to the United States. But on
July 10, the American embassy in Moscow suddenly suspended the issuance of
refugee visas on the ground that funds were exhausted. The NCSJ, the Council of
Jewish Federations, and the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) drafted a joint
statement urging that new money be found for this purpose. On July 18, the Reagan
administration reversed course and announced that it would resume processing visa
applications, though it called upon voluntary agencies to foot much of the bill. In
response, American Jewish organizations asked Congress to authorize supplemental
appropriations for refugee resettlement.

In the fall, Richard Schifter, assistant secretary of state for human rights and
humanitarian affairs, spoke pessimistically before both the Union of Councils and
the National Conference. He stated forthrightly that even if Congress did come up
with more money, the primary financial burden for resettling Soviet Jews would rest
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with American Jewry. And he warned that "there may be limits as to the numbers
of Jews allowed to emigrate to the United States, particularly when there is another
country of refuge—Israel." Sure enough, on December 4, American immigration
officials started challenging the refugee status of Soviet Jews seeking to enter the
United States. With the liberalization of Soviet policy—so the argument ran—it
could no longer be taken for granted that every Soviet Jew had the "well-founded
fear of persecution" that was required for treatment as a refugee. From now on, such
"fear" would have to be proven on a case-by-case basis.

Stunned by this move, American Jewish organizations insisted that, despite the
changes wrought by glasnost, Soviet Jews as a group were still persecuted and
merited refugee status. Following a December 6 meeting of a NCSJ delegation with
Secretary of State Shultz for half an hour, Attorney General Richard Thornburgh
announced that 2,000 Soviet emigrants per year could enter the country, not as
refugees but under the parole power, which meant that they would not be eligible
for government funds and could not become citizens unless they married Ameri-
cans. The irony of the situation was inescapable; for its own budgetary reasons, by
making it more difficult for Soviet Jews to enter the United States, the American
government was now helping Israel manage its dropout problem.

Jewish Political Options

Early in 1988, Leonard Fein drew renewed attention to the liberal political
preferences of American Jews in a new book, Where Are We? The Inner Life of
America's Jews. Fein, the founder and first editor of Moment magazine, described
it as a "book about the choices Jews make." Asserting that assimilation, religious
Orthodoxy, Holocaust-centeredness, neoconservatism, Israeli chauvinism, and
sheer survivalism were unsatisfactory choices, Fein argued that the quest for social
justice remained the essence of the Jewish ethos. Speaking before the American
Jewish Committee's annual meeting in May, Fein suggested that the bulk of Ameri-
can Jewry realized "that while one is permitted to be rich, one is not permitted—not
in this oh-so-fractured planet—to be comfortable."

Fein, and other Jews who shared his views, criticized what they saw as a growing
trend in the Jewish community to support candidates for public office solely on the
basis of their stand on Israel, a strategy that could garner increased Jewish backing
for conservative politicians. "For every ounce of protection we theoretically gain for
Israel," warned Fein, "we will lose a pound of protection for pluralism." Writing
in the Baltimore Jewish Times (March 11, 1988), Hyman Bookbinder, who had
served for many years as the American Jewish Committee's Washington representa-
tive, claimed that one-issue politics would not, in the end, even help Israel: "It's
because our whole Jewish community is active—not only in its pro-Israel activities,
but on the civil rights front, and the social justice front—that we have such tremen-
dous credibility. Because we've achieved credibility on the other issues, we've
achieved enormous credibility on the issue of Israel."
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Jewish neoconservatives—admittedly no more than a small minority of American
Jews—strongly disagreed with the assumption that liberal policies were necessarily
moral, reflected Jewish values, or were in the Jewish interest. The man most closely
identified with the neoconservative movement, Irving Kristol, denied in the pages
of Moment magazine (October 1988) that defection from the liberal cause connoted
the triumph of self-interest over social conscience and called for an end to the
"moral posturing" of the Jewish liberals. In his view, liberalism simply had not
worked. And on the two major issues which Kristol considered crucial for American
Jews—American support for Israel and affirmative action/quotas—he believed that
the conservatives' preferences for a strong military and for meritocracy in employ-
ment and education were better for Jews than the liberal alternatives.

Since 1988 was a presidential election year, theoretical arguments over Jewish
political allegiances were translated quickly into the jab and thrust of the political
campaign. Those Jews already wary of liberalism had their suspicions confirmed by
the degree of support in the Democratic primaries for Jesse Jackson, who was widely
perceived as hostile to Jewish interests, if not an outright anti-Semite. And even
though the Democrats ended up nominating Michael Dukakis and not Jackson—
argued the noted Jewish theologian Richard Rubinstein in Sh'ma (October 14,
1988)—"Jackson has convinced the Democratic leadership that victory cannot be
won without him . . . [which] has led them to pander to Jackson. The lesson of a
Democratic victory would be that pandering pays."

Jewish liberals answered back. Writing in the same issue of Sh 'ma, Leonard Fein
pointed out that "Jackson is not the nominee of the Democratic party, nor is there
any reason to suppose that he will be especially influential in the affairs of state if
Dukakis wins." Rabbi Harold Schulweis, though disappointed that Jackson would
not denounce concrete instances of black anti-Semitism, did not think that this
merited Jewish abandonment of the Democratic party and its commitment to the
poor and disadvantaged. "Those who counsel Jews to distance themselves from the
anguish of other peoples," he wrote, "are ignorant of the Biblical, prophetic, rab-
binic, and Jewish philosophic traditions that mandate an active empathy toward the
submerged communities of non-Jews."

Despite Jewish concern over Jackson's potential power in a Dukakis administra-
tion, the result on election day indicated that Jewish liberalism was alive and well.
The country at large gave Republican George Bush a substantial majority, but the
Jews voted about two-to-one for the Democrat Dukakis; blacks were the only group
that went more heavily Democratic than Jews.

The perceived influence of fundamentalist Christians on the Republican party and
revelations about the anti-Semitic pasts of some Bush activists may have stiffened
Jewish resistance to Republican blandishments; however, Hyman Bookbinder was
surely correct in pointing out after the election that most American Jews had
"remained loyal to their basic commitments." An AJCommittee survey of Jewish
political attitudes taken in the spring of 1988 (and published the next year as The
Dimensions of American Jewish Liberalism) showed that Jews were consistently
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more liberal than other white Americans on such vital issues as government respon-
sibility for social welfare, church-state separation, civil rights, abortion, gay rights,
and pornography. And a Los Angeles Times poll taken around the same time found
that Jews perceived a connection between these views and their Jewishness. Asked,
"As a Jew, which of the following qualities do you consider most important to your
Jewish identity: a commitment to social equality, or religious observance, or support
for Israel, or what?" fully half the sample chose "social equality," far more than for
any other response.

Bitterly disappointed that George Bush could get no more than a third of the
Jewish vote, Jewish neoconservatives could only conclude that Jews were, in the
words of Prof. Jacob Neusner, "atavistic" in their liberalism, blind to their real
interests (Jewish Telegraphic Agency, JTA, November 11, 1988). In the pages of
Commentary (January 1989), Irving Kristol grumbled that "there is nothing 'Jew-
ish' in the politics of modern liberalism."

Some Jews who identified with the political left believed it possible to transform
widespread Jewish support for the Democrats into an organized movement of
Jewish progressives. In December, 1,500 Jews gathered in New York City for a
three-day conference on "Reconstituting the Progressive Tradition of American
Jewish Intellectuals." The organizer was Michael Lerner, editor of Tikkun maga-
zine, a liberal Jewish bimonthly that had been established in 1986 to counteract the
influence of the neoconservative Commentary.

Lerner opened the conference by contrasting the overwhelming Jewish vote for
the Democrats with "the conservative style and substance that many people experi-
ence as stultifying" and that, he claimed, characterized the mainstream organiza-
tions of American Jewry. Lerner indicted these organizations both for their
reluctance to take progressive stands on American domestic issues and for their
alleged acquiescence in Israel's "irrational and destructive" occupation of Gaza and
the West Bank. While the participants—including such prominent figures as social
theorist Michael Walzer, literary critic Irving Howe, feminist Letty Cottin Pogre-
bin, and Israeli statesman Abba Eban—agreed on the shortcomings of the "Jewish
establishment," they reached no consensus on how to remedy the situation. Some
agreed with Michael Lerner on the need to set up an alternative leftist Jewish
organization, others urged liberals to work within the system to influence existing
organizations. While one group at the conference expressed interest in developing
the case for Jewish progressivism in intellectual terms, another preferred political
action. And although some participants sought to combine leftist politics with some
version of Jewish spirituality, others had no interest in religion.

The conference adjourned without agreeing to any program or course of action.
The fact that it took place at all, however, showed, in Michael Walzer's words, that
"there continues to be a large Jewish left, although it may be bruised and battered."
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Jewish Organizational Life

One characteristic feature of the American Jewish community, its intricate net-
work of organizations—unmatched in comprehensiveness and complexity by any
other ethnic group—came under strain in 1988.

A number of organizations were experiencing fund-raising difficulties. In part the
problem had to do with changes in the tax law, which reduced the financial incentive
for philanthropy generally, but a study released in June indicated that the money
problems of Jewish agencies had deeper roots. At a conference on "Jewish Philan-
thropy in Contemporary America," held at the City University of New York, Barry
Kosmin, director of the North American Jewish Data Bank, discussed the findings
of the study. Wealthy Jews, he said, were giving less and less of their charitable
dollar to Jewish causes. In the early 1970s, 75 percent of the money contributed by
Jews went to Jewish institutions; by 1988 it was around 50 percent. This was so,
he explained, because younger givers were more assimilated and secularly oriented
than their parents, and more inclined to join the boards of ballet companies and
museums than to help fund national and local Jewish institutions.

The stability of the Jewish organizational structure was also threatened in 1988
by a perceived leadership "crisis." The firings in 1987 of the executive vice-presi-
dents of the American Jewish Committee and B'nai B'rith International and the
difficulty experienced by other Jewish organizations in attracting and retaining
top-level professionals evoked concern: Why were these organizations, which had
traditions of long tenure for their senior staff, hiring and firing so frequently?

Michael Berenbaum, a theologian and consultant to Jewish organizations,
charged (Sh'ma, January 22, 1988) that the fault lay with the volunteer leaders,
who, instead of being satisfied with supporting and encouraging the initiatives of
staff, now wanted to control decision making. "Lay participation is essential to the
success of an organization—lay participation, but not lay dominance." He argued
that the continued success of AIPAC, the Simon Wiesenthal Center, and the Union
of American Hebrew Congregations—all run, according to Berenbaum, by powerful
professionals, with volunteers clearly subordinate—proved his point.

In the same issue of Sh'ma, others took issue with his diagnosis. Theodore
Ellenoff, president of the American Jewish Committee, denied that there ever was
a "golden age" when professionals ran the show. He cited the long tradition of
powerful lay leaders in his own organization, from Jacob Schiff and Louis Marshall
to more recent figures such as Judge Joseph Proskauer and Jacob Blaustein. Ellenoff
felt that the current problem was that too many professionals, unwilling to cooper-
ate with volunteers, preferred to engage in "wasteful arm-wrestles for domination."

Sanford Solender, who had served for many years as the professional head of New
York UJA/Federation, also faulted Berenbaum's analysis. While agreeing that
professional control and lay acquiescence might work for a while, he maintained
that since the best volunteers will drop out, "the success is illusory and time-limited,
and a prescription for long-term weakness and instability." Without such people,
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he maintained, organizations lose not only their financial support, but also "their
special understanding of community interests . . . and their communal, business and
professional expertise."

Ironically, AIPAC—the preeminent pro-Israel lobby—which Michael Beren-
baum cited as one of the three most effective Jewish organizations, went through
its own series of crises toward the end of 1988. On October 12, the New York Times
published a front-page story about a critical letter from the top executives of the
American Jewish Committee, American Jewish Congress, and the Anti-Defamation
League to AIPAC. The three membership organizations complained that AIPAC
had taken positions outside "the consensus of the organized Jewish community"
and, according to the Times, they threatened to establish a rival "joint political
committee" in Washington.

While AJCommittee, AJCongress, and the ADL acknowledged the existence of
such a letter—which was intended to be confidential—they denied any intention of
setting up their own lobbying body. All they sought, they claimed, was the opportu-
nity for more consultation with AIPAC before the latter took public policy stands.
For its part, AIPAC pointed out that the other organizations were already repre-
sented on its executive committee, which met quarterly. AIPAC nevertheless agreed
to help develop new procedures for consultation with the "big three."

AIPAC suffered a worse blow on October 23, when the popular CBS-TV show
"60 Minutes" subjected it to rough treatment. Under questioning by host Mike
Wallace, some of those interviewed charged that AIPAC broke the law by instruct-
ing pro-Israel political action committees which candidates deserved their financial
support. Indeed, former senator Charles Percy blamed his defeat for reelection on
AIPAC, and former under secretary of state George Ball insinuated that it was
American Jewry, through AIPAC, that had taken control of U.S. Middle East
policy away from the American people. AIPAC responded that it did not funnel
money to politicians, but, by making known the positions on Israel of candidates
for office, it was "exerting a constitutional and legal right to participate in the
democratic process." AIPAC complained that "60 Minutes" had twisted its legiti-
mate support for Israel into "something negative and sinister."

The dust had hardly settled from this episode when, in December, AIPAC went
through an internal shake-up. As reported by the JTA (December 22, 1988), Doug-
las Bloomfield, its legislative director, was asked to resign, as was the entire board
of Near East Report, the organization's newsletter. Bloomfield's departure report-
edly involved a conflict over whether AIPAC should concentrate on lobbying
Congress, or give more attention to influencing the White House. The ousting of the
Near East Report board resulted from its refusal during the presidential campaign
to publish remarks by Max Fisher, a prominent Jewish Republican, in support of
George Bush.
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Religious Life

The steadily growing influence of the most traditional elements within American
Orthodox Judaism led, in 1988, to the emergence of clear distinctions between
different ideological streams that had long shared the Orthodox label. Three trends
were discernible: a "right wing," the self-styled "centrists," and, to the left of them,
those calling themselves "traditionalists."

On March 22, Norman Lamm, the president of Yeshiva University, delivered an
address at the Fifth Avenue Synagogue in New York City that was reported the next
day, in some detail, in the New York Times. His theme was "Centrist Orthodoxy:
Agenda and Vision, Successes and Failures." Lamm, eager to counter what he
considered the "triumphalism" of the right wing of his movement, took on the
Orthodox extremists. "Moderation should never be confused with indecisiveness,"
he declared. "On the contrary, a lack of self-confidence in one's most basic commit-
ments is often expressed in extremism. Only one who is sure of what he stands for
can afford to be moderate."

After noting that the centrists shared with all Orthodox Jews an overarching
commitment to Halakhah, traditional Jewish law, Lamm discussed three areas on
which his vision diverged from the right wing: openness to secular culture, enthusi-
asm for Zionism, and tolerance of divergent opinions. He noted with pride that his
institution, Yeshiva University, provided secular studies along with a Torah curricu-
lum, and castigated those Orthodox elements that insisted on making an issue in
Israel out of "Who is a Jew?" While acknowledging that he was unable to accept
the legitimacy of non-Orthodox forms of Judaism, Lamm said he considered them
"valid groupings" that "possess spiritual dignity" if they are "sincere in their
commitments."

Such a public challenge to the Orthodox right wing—which drew immediate
applause from Reform and Conservative leaders—evoked a strong counterattack.
The Jewish Observer, the Agudath Israel's monthly magazine, published an "Open
Letter to Norman Lamm" by Prof. Aaron Twerski of Brooklyn Law School (April
1988), who leveled a caustic attack on Lamm's tolerance for non-Orthodox Judaism.
What did Lamm mean when he called the Reform and Conservative movements
"valid"? Surely not valid according to Halakhah—perhaps the intention was to
categorize them with "valid" secular organizations like B'nai B'rith? As for their
"spiritual dignity," Lamm could hardly have meant that a Jew may pray in their
synagogues—perhaps he meant that their rabbis shared the spiritual status "of a
Jesuit priest, or . . . a Tibetan Monk?" In the name of "Torah Judaism," Twerski
challenged Lamm: "The public has a right to know . . . are you there with us?"

Lamm responded in a conciliatory manner (Jewish Observer, Summer 1988). By
"valid," he explained, he had in mind the Latin root of the word, which means
"strong": the non-Orthodox groups were established facts that could not be wished
away. And his attribution to them of "spiritual dignity" referred only to their
sincerity—indeed comparable to that of Jesuit priests and Tibetan monks. "Yes,
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Professor Twerski," he concluded, "I am there with you."
But Twerski was not satisfied. If Lamm really shared the right-wing perspective,

why had he not protested to the Times for distorting his words? Twerski used the
opportunity to express his contempt for the centrism that Lamm stood for: "If you
are the center of normative Judaism," he sneered, "just exactly who represents the
Left?"

That question was answered in September, at the first national conference of the
Fellowship of Traditional Orthodox Rabbis. This group was organized by rabbis
who felt that even the centrist Orthodoxy of Yeshiva University and the Union of
Orthodox Jewish Congregations had drifted too far to the right. Indeed, these men
felt that the very appellation "centrist," which had replaced "modern" in these
circles, constituted a concession to the strict traditionalists.

The majority of rabbis in the new fellowship served synagogues that departed
from Orthodoxy only in allowing men and women to sit together during services—a
deviation that had long been tolerated by national Orthodox bodies but was now
under attack. The Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations had notified these
synagogues that they would lose their membership unless they separated the sexes.
Similarly, rabbinical graduates of Yeshiva University who formerly served these
congregations would no longer accept such pulpits, fearful of being branded as less
than fully Orthodox.

Conservative Judaism, which had undergone internal disputes between right and
left over the religious role of women, and between rabbis and lay leaders over their
respective places in the movement, sought in 1988 to articulate a unified, compelling
vision for Jewish life. How well it succeeded was a matter of debate.

Emet Ve-Emunah, the first official statement of Conservative principles in the
movement's history, was released at the annual meeting of the Rabbinical Assembly
in March. The product of three years of work by a committee headed by Rabbi
Robert Gordis, Emet Ve-Emunah sought to assert the authority of Jewish tradition
while at the same time rejecting theological fundamentalism. The difficulty in doing
so coherently led the drafting committee to assert the legitimacy of divergent ap-
proaches and to stress the importance of tolerating a variety of views. Thus, after
articulating the centrality of belief in God, the document went on, "we have the right
to challenge the existence of God." Emet Ve-Emunah urged greater attention to
ritual practice in the home and advocated halakhic flexibility to enable Judaism to
adapt to social change.

That conflicts within the movement would not necessarily be resolved by declara-
tions of principle became clear at the annual meeting of the Conservatives' Cantors
Assembly in May. Although the Rabbinical Assembly admitted female rabbis,
although the Jewish Theological Seminary already granted cantorial diplomas to its
female graduates, and despite a shortage of cantors in the movement, the Cantors
Assembly voted 97-95 against admitting the first four female applicants (a two-
thirds vote was required for acceptance). JTS chancellor Ismar Schorsch expressed
his disappointment and predicted that the cantors would eventually change their
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minds. But the leader of the opposition in the Cantors Assembly called the vote "a
victory for common sense, for halakha, and for due process."

The Conservative movement reacted with dismay, in June, when the official
rabbinate in Jerusalem revoked the kosher certification of a Conservative youth
hostel that had operated unhindered for 15 years. While the authorities had no
complaints about the food, their discovery of Conservative sponsorship convinced
them that the hostel was comparable to a "monastery," a place that "destroys the
Jewish religion," and therefore unfit for a kosher certificate. "Issues of politics, not
piety, are controlling the Jerusalem rabbinate," charged the president of the United
Synagogue of America. "The Conservative movement will not accept second-class
citizenship in Israel." This affair still rankled when the World Movement of Con-
servative Judaism and its constituent organizations convened in Jerusalem in July
for the ordination of the first Israeli Conservative rabbis. The United Synagogue
endorsed a petition to the Israeli Supreme Court calling for restoration of the kosher
certificate, even if that meant overriding the rabbinate's authority. The Rabbinical
Assembly passed a resolution urging the abolition of Israel's chief rabbinate, which,
it claimed, "is not based on Jewish tradition."

Chancellor Schorsch of JTS saw Israeli Orthodox intransigence as part and parcel
of a "messianic mindset" that affected the country's foreign policy as well. In
September, in a widely reported speech, he came down squarely on the side of the
Israeli Left's "land for peace" formula, warning that "Israel must not permit itself
to be progressively recast in the image of an East European shtetl." He called for
the drafting of yeshivah students into the Israeli military and urged a requirement
that all rabbis and rabbinical court judges possess university training. Arguing that
four decades of Orthodox power had not convinced the great majority of Israelis
to abandon their secularism, Schorsch suggested that religious pluralism deserved
a chance.

Compared to the ferment within Orthodoxy and Conservatism, little apparently
disturbed the peace of Reform Jews in 1988. There was a flurry of interest at the
beginning of the year over the publication in Moment (January-February 1988) of
a report on a survey that asked Reform rabbis whether they performed intermar-
riages. Half said that they did, but more than half of those did not want their names
publicized. According to Rabbi Irwin H. Fishbein, an outspoken advocate of rab-
binic officiation who conducted the survey, "collegial pressure or fear that it will
affect career opportunities" kept these rabbis in the closet. Moreover, according to
his data, another 32 percent of Reform rabbis, while unwilling to officiate, would
refer couples to more flexible colleagues. The article also mentioned the somewhat
sobering findings of a recent American Jewish Committee study of 300 couples
which found that rabbinic officiation had no discernible impact on the mixed-
religion family's future Jewishness.

The impression conveyed that the great majority of Reform rabbis either per-
formed or aided and abetted the performance of mixed marriages, struck a sensitive
nerve in the movement. Rabbi Elliot Stevens, an official of the Central Conference
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of American Rabbis, wrote to counter Fishbein's claims {Moment, April 1988).
Pointing out that over 60 percent of CCAR members did not respond to the survey,
Stevens suspected that most of those were opponents of officiation who wanted
nothing to do with a Fishbein project. Stevens claimed that the younger Reform
rabbis were more reluctant to perform intermarriages than their older colleagues.
He attributed this to their greater appreciation of ritual and tradition, buttressed by
the year of study in Israel that had been a requirement of Hebrew Union College
since 1970.

The CCAR's 1988 annual convention, which was held in Israel, showed that the
movement had complex, indeed ambivalent, feelings about the role of the Jewish
state in Reform Judaism. The rabbis sent a letter to Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
denouncing the beating of Arab protesters "as beyond the bounds of Jewish moral
values." CCAR president Eugene Lipman devoted his address to the thesis that one
may be a good Zionist without living in Israel. Rabbi Simeon Maslin agreed, arguing
that "galut [exile] is not a place, galut is the abandonment, willingly or unwillingly,
of the Jewish mission."

"Who Is a Jew?" Once More

In December 1987, the American Jewish Committee hosted an all-day confer-
ence—in conjunction with CLAL and the City University of New York—on "Con-
flict, Schism or Division? Jewish Communal Antagonism Past, Present and Future."
The sessions ranged from a debate over whether the Jewish people might soon split
into two, to historical papers on previous internal Jewish conflicts, to practical
suggestions for healing the current communal wounds. While opinions differed
sharply over many issues, one fact was incontestable: conflict between the religious
movements over "Who is a Jew?"—that is, what is a Jewish conversion—posed a
powerful threat to the unity of the Jewish people.

That threat loomed larger in June of 1988, when Orthodox factions in the Israeli
Knesset once again introduced an amendment to the Law of Return specifying that
only those converts who entered into Judaism according to Orthodox practice could
be considered Jews. Secular and non-Orthodox Jewish organizations in the United
States worked hard to convince the Knesset not to back the bill. The Council of
Jewish Federations and the United Jewish Appeal even took out ads in the major
Israeli newspapers warning that the amendment would plant "seeds of discord
between the Jews of Israel and of the diaspora." American Jewish pressure was given
much of the credit for the defeat of the amendment on June 14.

With Israeli elections scheduled for November, American Jews worried that an
indecisive result might give the Orthodox parties the balance of power necessary to
amend the Law of Return. Anticipating trouble, the American Jewish Congress
resolved at its October convention to urge Israeli parties to refrain from using "Who
is a Jew?" as a political bargaining chip.

Sure enough, the Israeli elections brought not only a virtual dead heat between
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Right and Left but also a much strengthened ultra-Orthodox contingent in the
Knesset. Once again, non-Orthodox American Jewish organizations contacted Is-
raeli political leaders in a desperate effort to prevent passage of the problematic
amendment. "There will be hell to pay here," commented Rabbi Joseph Glaser,
executive vice-president of the CCAR. A joint statement by American Conservative
leaders warned that a change in the law "would inevitably lead to the deterioration
of Israeli society and the rupture of its unity with the Diaspora." A hastily organized
coalition of 27 organizations issued a statement on November 11 charging that
acquiescence to the Orthodox "would inflict enormous danger, actual and symbolic,
on the Jews of the Diaspora."

The threat of withdrawal of financial support from Israel also emerged. Local
federation executives reported that some big givers were disenchanted at the pros-
pect of giving money to a Jewish state that did not recognize their form of Jewish-
ness. Peter Kalikow, publisher of the New York Post, threatened to stop buying
Israel Bonds. "And I won't be the only one," he said.

The General Assembly of the Council of Jewish Federations, meeting in New
Orleans, November 16-20, voted overwhelmingly that "Who is a Jew?" had to be
removed from the Israeli political agenda. It sent a high-level delegation to Israel
to press its point of view and initiated a petition drive in communities around the
country. These steps were considered inadequate by some participants, who pre-
ferred a tougher line that would threaten a cutoff of financial support to Israel.

So deep was American Jewish feeling over this matter that it even influenced some
of the Orthodox. The Rabbinical Council of America, the major centrist Orthodox
rabbinic group in the country, denounced the "Who is a Jew?" amendment as a
threat to Jewish unity, calling the matter of identity one that belonged in the hands
of religious authorities, not the secular Knesset. Explaining how he reached this
position, RCA president Max Schreier described the climate of opinion at the
General Assembly as one "which was national and deep and widespread, and not
phony." Yeshiva University president Norman Lamm publicly backed the RCA
stand, even though Rabbi Aaron Soloveitchik, the senior Talmud professor at his
own institution, flew to Israel to encourage passage of the amendment.

The formation in December of another broad-based national unity government,
including both the Likud and Labor blocs, deprived the religious parties of their
political leverage. A crisis in American Jewish-Israeli relations had been averted.
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